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Natural Causes Bantam
Dr. Eric Najarian. He's young, talented, and ambitious. He has all the
qualities they're looking for at White Memorial Hospital. He doesn't
know he's being watched. Judged. An elite clique of medical
professionals thinks he has what it takes to join their secret club. All the
young doctor has to do is agree to play by their rules. But Eric has
already seen too much. A missing corpse. An unspeakable mutilation. A
brutal abduction. It's only the beginning of a plot of terrifying evil. A
sinister plan the group will stop at nothing to hide. And if Eric refuses to
become their colleague--he will be their next victim.
Critical Judgment University Press of
Kentucky
What is the purpose of studying history?
How do we reflect on contemporary life from
a historical perspective, and can such
reflection help us better understand
ourselves, the world around us, and the God
we worship and serve? Written by an
accomplished historian, award-winning
author, public evangelical spokesman, and
respected teacher, this introductory
textbook shows why Christians should study
history, how faith is brought to bear on
our understanding of the past, and how
studying the past can help us more
effectively love God and others. John Fea
shows that deep historical thinking can

relieve us of our narcissism; cultivate
humility, hospitality, and love; and
transform our lives more fully into the
image of Jesus Christ. The first edition of
this book has been used widely in Christian
colleges across the country. The second
edition provides an updated introduction to
the study of history and the historian's
vocation. The book has also been revised
throughout and incorporates Fea's
reflections on this topic from throughout
the past 10 years.

Say Nice Things About Detroit: A Novel Bantam
In this book, 78 leading attorneys in California and New
York describe how they evaluate, negotiate and resolve
litigation cases. Selected for their demonstrated skill in
predicting trial outcomes and knowing when cases should
be settled or taken to trial, these attorneys identify the key
factors in case evaluation and share successful strategies
in pre-trial discovery, negotiation, mediation, and trials.
Integrating law and psychology, the book shows how
skilled attorneys mentally frame cases, understand jurors’
perspectives, develop persuasive themes and arguments
and achieve exceptional results for clients.
Critical Judgment Baker Books
Neurosurgeon Jessie Copeland works at the very frontier of
neurosurgery, developing technology that could revolutionize the
treatment of brain tumors. But her work brings her to the attention of
an infinitely dangerous man. Claude Malloche is brilliant,
remorseless—a terrorist without regard for human life. He is also ill
with a brain tumor considered to be inoperable. Nothing can stop
Malloche from getting to the woman he believes can cure him. For
those caught in his path, the nightmare has just begun...and no one is
more aware of the stakes than Jessie Copeland. In brain surgery there
are no guarantees—but that’s exactly what Malloche demands.

With disaster just one cut away, Jessie faces the most harrowing case of
her life—and the price of failure may be thousands of lives....
Regions of Unlikeness Random House
After losing his son and divorcing his wife, a Detroit native
returns home after 25 years and becomes involved with the
sister of his murdered high school girlfriend as he tries to put
back the pieces of his life. 20,000 first printing.
Why Study History? Penguin
The sisterhood, side effects and flashback.

Clinical Case Studies for the Family Nurse Practitioner
Penguin
Newly divorced surgeon Dr. Kim Regis is determined to
remain a good father to his only son, Selden. On a
special night out, Kim takes Seldon to his favorite fast-
food restaurant for a feast of burgers and fries. But the
good time turns to tragedy: the young boy becomes
gravely ill and dies as a result of poisoning by E. coli.
bacteria found in the meat.Was Seldon's death a result of
shoddy food-handling practices? Or was it a
sophisticated case of product tampering - by a rival fast-
foot giant or a disgruntled employee? Or perhaps by
someone with a score to settle with Kim? Taking a leave
from his surgical practice, Kim devotes his energies to
solving the mystery full time. But he immediately hits a
brick walls: a code of silence more impenetrable than
anything he has ever encountered in his medical career.
Instead of a cold-shoulder reception, however, Kim is
soon met with a boot and a fist as thugs attempt to
quash his inquiry.Aided by his ex-wife, Kim pursues a
trail of deadly evidence, uncovering complicity and guilt
stretching from the slaughterhouse floor to the
corporate boardroom. Racing against time before more
are poisoned, the two come face-to-face with the
shocking and elusive truth. And in their life-and-death
search for answers, they rediscover the reasons they
first fell in love. With trademark pulse-pounding flair,
Robin Cook delivers a cutting-edge thriller, borrowing
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from today's fears and tomorrow's medical technology.
Fatal Bantam
The master of medical suspense takes you to prestigious
Boston Heart Institute, where some patients are dying to get
well “A highly entertaining tale of greed and medicine run
amok.”—Chicago Tribune After a troubled past, Dr. Brian
Holbrook has been given a second chance to prove himself.
At state-of-the-art Boston Heart Institute, he’s been chosen
to join the medical team testing a new miracle drug. The
initial results are so promising that Brian pushes to get his
father—who suffers from a dangerous heart
condition—accepted into the study. But Brian is beginning to
suspect his superiors are hiding something. Why are crucial
records disappearing? Why did a patient making startling
progress suddenly die? Is the miracle drug a prescription for
death? The answers could cost Brian more than his career.
For at Boston Heart Institute, knowing too much is the
quickest way to the morgue. Praise for Miracle Cure “Packs
plenty of heart-stopping action.”—Associated Press “A fast-
paced lively thriller.”—Boston Sunday Herald

The Last Surgeon Bantam
Patience Regional Hospital newcomer Dr. Abby Dolan
finds her feelings of discomfort peaking when she
investigates a series of unexplained illnesses that are
linked to the manufacturing company where her lover is
employed

Critical Judgment Bantam
“A suspenseful page-turner . . . jolts and entertains
the reader.”—Mary Higgins Clark Inside Boston
Doctors Hospital, patients are dying. In the glare of
the operating room, they survive the surgeon's
knife. But in the dark, hollow silence of the night,
they die. Suddenly, inexplicable, horribly. A tough,
bright doctor will risk his career—his very life—to
unmask the terrifying mystery. A beautiful and
dedicated young nurse unknowingly holds the
answer. Together they will discover that no one is
safe from . . . the sisterhood “Teriffic . . . a
compelling suspense tale.”—Clive Cussler
Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth
Through Age 8 Bantam
She wanted to save lives. The killer wanted to end
hers. The first warning was triggered hundreds of
miles away. The second warning exploded only
yards from where she and her son stood. Now Kate

Denby realizes the frightening truth: She is
somebody's target. Danger has arrived in Kate's
backyard with a vengeance. And the gifted scientist
is awakening to a nightmare world where a ruthless
killer is stalking her...where her innocent son is
considered expendable...and where the medical
research to which she has devoted her life is the
same research that could get her killed. Her only
hope of protecting her family and making that
medical breakthrough is to elude her enemy until she
can face him on her own ground, on her own
terms—and destroy him.
Flashback G K Hall & Company
A New York Times BestsellerPalmer delivers a relentless
thriller that slices to our deepest fears with surgical
precision - a tale as timely as it is terrifying, as harrowing as
it is plausible. Welcome toThe Society.At the headquarters of
Boston's Eastern Quality Health, the CEO has been brutally
murdered. She's not the first to die - nor the last - at the
hands of a vicious serial killer who is targeting high-profile
executives in the managed-care industry. Dr. Will Grant, a
dedicate surgeon, is outraged by a system that cares more
about the bottom line than the patients. Determined to
reclaim his profession from the profiteers who control the
delivery of care, he has attracted a dangerous zealot who'll
stop at nothing to make Will his ally. In danger of being
removed from her first big case, rookie detective Patty
Moriarity has no choice but to risk trusting Will - knowing he
may well be the killer she is hunting. Michael Palmer, M.D.,
spent twenty years as a full-time practitioner of internal and
emergency medicine, and is now an associate director of the
Massachusetts Medical Society's physician health program
Palmer is the author of Miracle Cure, Critical Judgment,
Silent Treatment, Natural Causes, Extreme Measures,
Flashback, Side Effects, and The Sisterhood His books have
been translated into thirty languages

Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game
Macmillan
From The Sisterhood, Michael Palmer's first New York
Times bestseller, to The Patient, his ninth, reviewers
have proclaimed him a master of medical suspense.
Recognized around the world for original, topical, nail-
biting suspense, emergency physician Palmer'swork has
been translated into more than thirty-five languages.
Now he reaches controversial and startling new heights
in a terrifying tale of cutting-edge microbiology,

unbridled greed, and murder, where either knowing too
little or trusting too much can be FATAL. In Chicago, a
pregnant cafeteria worker suffering nothing more
malevolent than flulike symptoms begins hemorrhaging
from every part of her body. In Boston, a brilliant
musician, her face disfigured by an unknown disease,
rapidly descends into a lethal paranoia. In Belinda, West
Virginia, a miner suddenly goes berserk, causing a cave-
in that kills two of his co-workers. Finding the link
between these events could prove FATAL. Five years
ago, internist and emergency specialist Matt Rutledge
returned to his West Virginia home to marry his high-
school sweetheart and open a practice. He also had a
score to settle. His father died while working for the
Belinda Coal and Coke Company, and Matt swore to
expose the mine’s health and safety violations. When his
beloved Ginny succumbed to an unusual cancer, his
campaign became even more bitterly personal. Now Matt
has identified two bizarre cases of what he has dubbed
the Belinda Syndrome--caused, he is certain, by the
mine’s careless disposal of toxic chemicals. All he needs
is proof. Meanwhile, two women, unknown to one
another, are drawn inexorably to Belinda, into Matt’s
life--and into mortal danger. Massachusetts coroner
Nikki Solari comes to attend the funeral of her
roommate, killed violently on a Boston street. Ellen
Kroft, a retired schoolteacher from Maryland, seeks the
remorseless killer who has threatened to destroy her
and her family.Three strangers--Rutledge, Solari, and
Kroft--each hold one piece of a puzzle they must solve,
and solve quickly. If they don’t, it will be far more than
just their own lives that are at risk. Michael Palmer has
crafted a novel of breathtaking speed and medical
intricacy where nothing is as it seems and one false step
could be FATAL.

The Jester Bantam
In Regions of Unlikeness Thomas Gardner explores
the ways a number of quite different twentieth-
century American poets, including Elizabeth Bishop,
John Ashbery, Robert Hass, Jorie Graham, and
Michael Palmer, frame their work as taking place
within, and being brought to life by, an
acknowledgment of the limits of language. Gardner
approaches their poetry in light of philosopher
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Stanley Cavell?s remarkably similar engagement with
the issues of skepticism and linguistic finitude. The
skeptic?s refusal to settle for anything less than
perfect knowledge of the world, Cavell maintains,
amounts to a refusal to accept the fact of human
finitude. Gardner argues that both Cavell and the
poets he discusses reject skepticism?s world-
erasing conclusions but nonetheless honor the truth
about the limits of knowledge that skepticism keeps
alive. In calling attention to the limits of such acts as
describing or remembering, the poets Gardner
examines attempt to renew language by teasing a
charged drama out of their inability to grasp with
certainty. ø Juxtaposed with Gardner?s readings of
the work of the younger poets are his interviews
with them. In many ways, these conversations are at
the core of Gardner?s book, demonstrating the wide-
ranging implications of the struggles and mappings
enacted in the poems. The interviews are
themselves examples of the charged intimacy
Gardner deals with in his readings.
Toxin Bantam
In the tiny town of Patience, California, newcomer Dr. Abby
Dolan has noticed a frightening syndrome among her
emergency room patients. It begins with a baffling, seemingly
minor set of symptoms, but builds relentlessly until it plunges
its victims into insane, murderous rages. As she searches for
clues to this deadly mystery, Abby's superiors make it clear
her probing is unwelcome. Soon Abby will learn just how high
the cost of the truth may be--and how far someone will go to
keep a lethal secret. But she may not find the answer until
it's too late to save her patients, her career...her life.
Three Complete Novels Bantam
“Has everything—a terrifying plot . . . breakneck pace . . .
vividly drawn characters.”—John Saul Kate Bennet. A bright
hospital pathologist with a loving husband and a solid future.
Until one day her world turns dark. A strange, puzzling
illness has killed two women. Now it endangers Kate's
closest friend. Soon it will threaten Kate's marriage. Her
sanity. Her life. Kate has uncovered a horrifying secret.
Important people will stop at nothing to protect it. It is a
terrifying medical discovery. And its roots lie in one of the
greatest evils in the history of humankind.

How Leading Lawyers Think Bantam
“Reinvents the medical thriller.”—Library Journal Dr.

Sarah Baldwin races to a Boston hospital with a young
woman whose normal labor has suddenly become a
matter of life and death. As she struggles to save both
mother and baby, she doesn't know that two other
women have already died under horrifying identical
circumstances. And so begins Sarah's own nightmare, as
she learns that the prenatal herbal vitamins she
prescribed are the only thing these women have in
common. Soon Sarah is fighting to save her career, her
reputation—her life. For she's certain there must be some
unknown factor linking these women, and as she gets
closer to the truth, it becomes clear that someone will do
anything—even murder—to keep a devastating secret.
The Society St. Martin's Press
"This delightfully written, lesson-laden book deserves a place
of its own in the Baseball Hall of Fame." —Forbes Moneyball
is a quest for the secret of success in baseball. In a narrative
full of fabulous characters and brilliant excursions into the
unexpected, Michael Lewis follows the low-budget Oakland
A's, visionary general manager Billy Beane, and the strange
brotherhood of amateur baseball theorists. They are all in
search of new baseball knowledge—insights that will give the
little guy who is willing to discard old wisdom the edge over
big money.

The Patient W. W. Norton & Company
With every one of his ten novels a New York Times
bestseller, emergency medicine physician Michael
Palmer is recognized by critics and fans worldwide
as a master of medical suspense. Now Palmer
delivers a relentless thriller that slices to our
deepest fears with surgical precision—a tale as
timely as it is terrifying, as harrowing as it is
plausible. Welcome to The Society. At the
headquarters of Boston’s Eastern Quality Health,
the wealthy and powerful CEO is brutally murdered.
She’s not the first to die—nor the last. A vicious
serial killer is on the loose and the victims have one
thing in common: they are all high-profile executives
in the managed care industry. Dr. Will Grant is an
overworked and highly dedicated surgeon. He has
experienced firsthand the outrages of a system that
cares more about the bottom line than about the life-
and-death issues of patients. As a member of the
Hippocrates Society, Will seeks to reclaim the

profession of medicine from the hundreds of
companies profiting wildly by controlling the
decisions that affect the delivery of care. But the
doctor’s determination has attracted a dangerous
zealot who will stop at nothing to make Will his ally.
Soon Will is both a suspect and a victim, a pawn in a
deadly endgame. Then, in one horrible moment,
Will’s professional and personal worlds are
destroyed and his very life placed in peril. Rookie
detective Patty Moriarity is in danger of being
removed from her first big case—the managed care
killings. To save her career, she has no choice but to
risk trusting Will, knowing he may well be the killer
she is hunting. Together they have little to go on
except the knowledge that the assassin is vengeful,
cunning, ruthless—and may not be working alone.
That—and a cryptic message that grows longer with
each murder: a message Grant and Moriarity must
decipher if they don’t want to be the next victims.
The Society John Wiley & Sons
Dr Jessie Copeland is a respected neurosurgeon. She spends
her days waging life-and-death battles in the OR and her
spare time holed up in a lab, leading the development of a
tiny robot that could revolutionize brain surgery.
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